Thyroid hormones signaling is getting more complex: STORMs are coming.
T3 regulates many physiological and developmental processes by binding to thyroid hormone receptors (TRs). This induces a conformational change of DNA-bound TRs that releases corepressors in favor of coactivators. The associated chromatin modifications induce polymerase II recruitment. Mouse genetic studies clarified the respective contribution of each receptor isoform and revealed the important activity of unliganded TRs. They also confirm the paradoxical negative regulation of some promoters by liganded TRs. Recent advances place these molecular events in a broader context of extra- and intracellular regulation: control of ligand availability, changes in the cell sensitivity to T3, nongenomic effects, and cross talks with other signaling pathways contribute to increase the diversity and complexity of thyroid hormones signaling. A promising novel class of TRs synthetic ligands, called STORMs (selective TR modulators), might allow for tissue- and promoter-specific interventions.